The goal is to improve recognition rate by optimisation of Me1 Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs): modifications concern the time-frequency representations used to estimate these coefficients. There are many ways to obtain a spectrum out of a signal which differ in the method itself (Fourier, Wavelets,...), and in the normalisation. We show here that we can obtain noise resistant cepstral coefficients, for speaker independent connected word recognition.The recognition system is based on a continuous whole word hidden Markov model. An error reduction rate of approximately 50% is achieved with word models.
INTRODUCTION
The subject is about optimizing cepstral estimation for speaker independent continuous speech recognition using HMMs. These adaptations take place in the first stage of cepstral calculation, the time frequency transformation. This paper points out that gains can be obtained by choosing the time-frequency transformation and its normalisation. We study the most often used coefficients: the MFCCs (Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients). The first part of this paper is a short reminder of the classical computation method for these coeffiaents. The second part is the description of the different improvements proposed here. The last part exposes the database used for the tests and the results.
MFCC estimation
MFCCs are used to describe the short-term spectral envelope of a speech signal. Several studies have shown the importance of using a Mel frequency scale. There are two main steps in calculating MFCCs:
0 Calculating the log-magnitude spectrum out of a filterbank.
This step can be simulated by computing the power spectrum, passing it through a filter-bank and using a log function.
0 Calculating the cosine transform of 1-e filter-bank output.
The figure 1 presents the different stages of Cepstrum computation. For more information see [6] . 
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Possible Improvements
The power spectrum is often estimated by FFT, but this may not be the best time-frequency transformation. For instance a wavelet transform can be used to obtain the spectrum, with a Merent time-frequency accuracy compromise. We use here a wavelet transform defined by M Unser [7] :
In this formula : a is the scale factor, linked to the frequency by :
f=-g is a window the size of which depends on a, according to : In the classical cepstrum calculation, a log transformation is used to modify the power spectrum. Generally this transformation is done after the filter-bank. We will see that performing this transformation before the filter bank is more interesting in our case. (See figures 4 and 5 to compare the two Merent filtered spectra)
Moreover we can notice that in certain noisy conditions this log-transformation has much too low energy dynamics (certain low energy time-frequency zones can be interpreted as noise). Therefore other energy-transformation functions (see figure 7 ) have been experimented: 
Experiments and results
Test Protocol
The test protocol was the same for all experiments, only the speech parametrisation was Werent.
The default HTK-like parameters used are: 
Database
Three sub-databases have been used, two extracted from "Polyphone" We have noticed that putting the log function before the filter-banks leads to better results. Then we have choosen, for all the other experiments, to place the energy transformation before the filter-bank (except for the experiment 1,3,12) . More information on this choice can be found in [8] .
Results
In experiments 4, 5, 6 , 7, where a sigmoid is used instead of a log, we can notice that for the sigmoid parameter a, the best d u e seems to be the same on the different databases. This may indicate the existence of an optimal function for all conditions.
. .
The problem of the sigmoid function is that there is a compromise to be found:
Low value of its parameter wiU highly denoise the picture of the time-frequency plane, and also seems to minimize the effect of noice on the Computer95 database.
0 Too low values of its parameter distort too much the spectrum (see figure 8 ).
This compromise state explain why there is interesting gain on the Computer95 database in lowering the sigmoid parameter, but simultaneously results on the Polyphone database are getting down when this parameter passes a certain limit value.
Specr" after sigmoid uansformation -----Spectrum after log transformarion - Experiments 12 and 13 indicate the possibility of learning twice quicker, in terms of database size, with very little loss. Even with a halved database, we reach better results than with the classical MFCCs on the whole database.
We may also point out that the energy normalisation function is closely linked with the timefrequency method used to obtain the spectrum. There is a difference of 3% on Polyphone and 10% on Computer95 between the couples (MWCC, 1og2) and (MFCC, log2 The new parametrisation is again better,but the difference becomes very short on the Polyphone database. The difference is always important on the Computer95 database.
. . Conclusion
The cepstrum computation in its widely used form, appears clearly not to be an optimal solution. By keeping the same theoretical framework and calculating coefficients with more care, the cepstrum may give better results for recognition rate, specialy in noisy conditions. One improvement may be the research of the best couple time-frequency method, and normalisation function.
